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WHAT IS

ITA
ITA, the Italian Trade Agency, is the 
government organization which 
promotes the internationalization 
of Italian companies, in line with 
the strategies of the Ministry of 
Economic Development.
The Italian Trade Agency has the 
task of facilitating, developing and 
promoting trade and business 
relations between Italy and 
foreign markets - with particular 
attention to the needs of SMEs, their 
consortia and associations - and 
to support the export of goods 
and services”Made in Italy” to 
international markets.

The network. Through its headquarters 
in Rome, an office in Milan and a global 
network of 79 offices in  65 countries, 
linked to Italian embassies and  
onsulates, the Italian Trade Agency 
provides information, assistance, 
promotion, training and  cooperation 
in the industrial, consumer goods and  
s ervices sectors. 

The Italian Trade Agency collaborates 
with the Italian  Regions, Chambers 
of Commerce, Industry and 
Trade Associations and other 
public and private organizations 

Every year ITA’s worldwide offices carry out hundreds of 
promotional projects and provide personalized services and 
assistance to thousands of Italian companies.

The Italian Trade Agency also assists and supports foreign 
companies that want to establish or expand business and 
trade relations with Italian companies or to invest in Italy

Toronto:
Italian Trade Commission

480 University Ave., Suite 800
Toronto, On. M5G 1V2 
Tel: 001416/5981566
Fax: 001416/5981610
E-mail: toronto@ice.it

Montreal:
Delegation Commerciale D’Italie

1000, Rue Sherbrooke ouest, bureau 1720
Montreal, QC. H3A 3G4 
Tel: 001.514/284.0265
Fax: 001.514/284.0362
E-mail: montreal@ice.it



The CNA Federmoda Association (fb @federmoda) joins together the textile, 
clothing, shoe, fur & leather, fashion, eyewear manufacturers and affiliate 
businesses, protecting and representing approximately 25,000 small-scale 
manufacturers and other SMEs in the Italian fashion industry, both private-label 
producers and third-party manufacturers.

CNA Federmoda is a Union (sectorial division) of CNA. CNA covers the entire Italian 
territory with more than 1,000 offices throughout the country’s regions, provinces 
and cities.

The Association lends its support to businesses through initiatives and 
consultations to aid with TRAINING, MARKETING & PROMOTION for both 
private-label producers and third-party manufacturers, including technological 
innovations and managerial and technical updating, as well as the promotion 
of MUTUAL COOPERATION among businesses. Further, CNA generates and 
maintains networks of services to better circulate information regarding industry 
standards and organizes trade fairs in Italy and abroad, including promotional 
events for private firms.

CNA Federmoda is a signatory to LABOR CONTRACTS for craftsmen working in 
the textile, clothing and shoe industries, and with textile, clothing, shoe and leather 
manufacturing SMEs.

CNA Federmoda, either directly or through CNA local and national offices, is 
ready to provide professional assistance with business contracts with foreign 
concerns and with general business affairs; feasibility studies for the marketing 
of a concept; and consulting for international expansion. Federmoda organizes 
showroom meetings with local and foreign buyers and promotional events for the 
international market. The many Export Consortia promoted by CNA Federmoda 
organize trade fairs and meetings with venders from around the world. Several 
local offices also provide web site development for national promotions.

CNA Federmoda, either solely or in concert with other associations, has supported 
the organization of regional export consortia that have launched fashion industry 
SMEs into all major international markets through participation in specialized and 
general trade fairs and through the creation of showrooms chiefly for promotion 
to non-European markets.

Piazza M. Armellini, 9A - 00162 Roma
Tel. 06 441881 — Fax. 06 44249511

www.cna.it

follow us on



MODA IN ITALY – Consorzio tra Produttori del Settore Moda dell’Emilia Romagna is 
a Consortium for Internationalisation, with registered offices in Bologna (Northern 
Italy), gathering Italian manufacturing and services companies, and in particular 
those producing their own brand of men’s and ladies’ fashion collections and 
those offering specialist services for the fashion sector. 

Since 1981, the year of its set-up, MODA IN ITALY has promoted, through initiatives 
and promotional projects, products of its member companies on all international 
markets. The mission of MODA IN ITALY is thus to facilitate and stimulate contacts 
between foreign specialist sector operators (importers, distributors, boutiques, 
buyers, etc.) and the member companies.

The supply, made up of the collections from the MODA IN ITALY member companies, 
is even more far reaching than before, covering the sectors:
• wear
• knitwear
• leather clothing
• furs
• fashion and leather accessories
• footwear
• beach fashion
 

The collections of MODA IN ITALY companies stand out for their
• painstaking stylistic research,
• targeted quality materials,
• precise and high standard of preparation,
• hand-crafted finishes,
• making all collections highly original and unique.

Foreign importers, distributors, retailers, agents and buyers will thus find in MODA 
IN ITALY Group a wide range of fashion collections, of only the highest quality 
to meet the demands of a variety of market targets, even the most discerning of 
clients.

BRANDS

ARTICO 
BAGNARA 
BONAFE’ 
BOVINA FIORI PER LA MODA 
BRUNA BONDANELLI KNITWEAR
CAMAC INDUSTRIA MODA 
CAMPOMAGGI 
CATERINA LUCCHI 
CAPELLI NERI 
CEPI PELLETTERIE
CLUB VOLTAIRE 
COLB 
DANIELA DREI 
DAVEMA 
FRANCESCA MERCURIALI 
GIULIA BRUNETTI KNITWEAR 
GP 1958 
GRANDI PELLICCE 
LIVIANA CONTI 
LUISA MARIA LUGLI
MAESTRAMI 
MAROL 1959 
MONTALTI DORIANA 
MOOD INDIGO 
MORI CASTELLO 
PARMEGGIANI 
RADA’
RILIEVI 
ROBERTA GANDOLFI 
ROBERTO CORBELLI 
ROSAMUNDA 
ROSANNA PELLEGRINI 
SENSAZIONI 
SHE’S SO 
SILVIA ALBANI 
UNDICIDIECI
UNIMAR 
VULPINARI

Consorzio Moda in Italy Via Piero Jahier, 2 40132 Bologna – Italy 
+39 051299506 info@modainitaly.com  www.modainitaly.com

@modainitalyofficial
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BRANDS WEBSITE PRODUCT

ARTICO www.articosnc.it Leather Luxury

AVE CAPRICE www.avecaprice.it Jewellery

BOVINA Accessories

C.O.L.B www.colb.it Women Garment

DANIELE CALLEGARI www.danielecallegari.it Women Garment

GIULIA BRUNETTI www.giuliabrunettiknitwear.com Women Knitwear

ITALMIND www.rossomenta.it Accessories/Hat

LANDI CONFEZIONI 1948 www.lrlandi.it Outerwear Women/Men

MARTYLO www.martylo.it Outerwear Women

MIRCO GIOVANNINI www.flosophie.com Women Knitwear

MOD.E www.modeexport.org Ties Scarves Socks

MORI CASTELLO www.moricastello.it Women Garment

MP di ROSANNA PELLEGRINI www.rosannapellegrini.it Women Garment

ROBERTA GANDOLFI www.robertagandolfi.com Leather Hand Bag

ROBERTO CORBELLI www.robertocorbelli.eu Fashion Consulting

SUPREMA www.supremalab.com Garments Women/Men



Artico was born in 1979 
for want of three charter 
members. The choice of 
the brand name relapse 
on Artico as clear and 
instant juxtaposition to 
the distinctive peculiarity 
of collections, like the 
warmth and the softness of 
its models. Thanks to the 
constance, accuracy and 
passion of the businessman, 
the desginers and the 
staff, Artico becomes 
an important realty in 
handmade production 
of leather, shearling, 
cashmere and furs wears. 
The success comes 
immediately. Starting from 
the Italian trade market, 
today Artico exports all 
over the world. The secrets 
of its success is the ability 
to meet the demands of a 
cross target, who is looking 
for high quality products, 
highly customizable, 
tailored with the renowned 
Italian sartorial experience. 
The continuous research 
of trends has led to 
new forms and mixture 
experimentations; mixed 
and reversible clothes 
and precious yarms such 
as cashmere and angora, 
interwave with shearling 
and suede.

ARTICO 
Via Risorgimento, 22
40010, Sala Bolognese (BO) ITALY
Contact: Umberto Roncarati
+39 051 828266
+39 051 828495 (fax)
artico@articosnc.it 
www.articosnc.it

AVE CAPRICE is small 
business structure that 
works with passion and 
harmony, implemeting ideas 
that originate from the 
brilliant imagination of the 
designers. 
Our endeavour is to provide 
our customers with the best 
solutions and services. We 
carve each and every pieces 
keeping the emotional 
aspects of our customers 
in mind and making their 
dream come true.
All items are designed 
within the Company and 
produced by using the best 
quality materials such as 
hand made Murano glass, 
gem stones and resin 
(PMMA) that are perfect 
imitation of the original 
stones, Swarovski strass 
and crystals and cubic 
zirconia set in sterling silver.
The working process 
guarantee the best quality 
in terms of finishing and 
fine details, the capacity for 
innovation and aesthetic 
value.

AVE CAPRICE
Via Emilia Est 107/B
43123 Parma (PR) ITALY
Contact: Ave Tettamanti 
+39 0521 481256
+39 335 5924831
ave.caprice@libero.it
www.avecaprice.it



info

BOVINA
Via San Carlo, 7/c
40121 Bologna (BO) ITALY
Contact: Alessandra Bovina
+39 051 269805
+39 335 450011
bovinafioriperlamoda@alice.it

COLB, founded in 1963 in 
Bologna, Italy. Since then 
we have been successfully 
developing our own unique 
way of  creating fashion.
We cater to the elegant and 
genuine woman who always 
wants looks her best for 
every occasion.
The use of luxury threads 
and the purest high 
quality materials with soft 
fitted cuts and artisan 
workmanship ensures that 
our collections are timeless 
and a testament to an inborn 
Italian elegance.
Our collections are aimed 
at a high level of clientele, 
one which demands very 
high quality in all aspects 
of production, such as cloth, 
workmanship and exclusive 
prints and these are the 
characteristics that set 
apart our products which 
are all exclusively made in 
Italy.

C.O.L.B. 
Via L. Bizzarri, 15 
40012 Calderara di Reno (BO) ITALY
Contact: Orsini Cinzia
+39 051 727620
cinzia.orsini@colb.it 
www.colb.it



Daniele Callegari’s story: the 
soul of the namesake brand.
The brand “Daniele 
Callegari” was born in 
Rimini (Italy) in 2010 after 
an emotional experience 
lived before in the 80s. 
Today we design collections 
and principally produce 
total looks for women made 
in Italy and distribute the 
brand internationally. The 
absolute research of the 
high-end fabrics and the 
tailoring finishes, express 
thanks to also our style and 
creativity a success given 
by a great passion. 
We are excellent in taking 
care of the details and we 
work following a particular 
strategy of productivity 
based on quality. 

DANIELE CALLEGARI
Via Coriano,58
47900 Rimini (RN) ITALY
Contact: Daniele Callegari
+39 342 8463861
info@danielecallegari.it
www.danielecallegari.it Sustainable Luxury Fashion

MADE IN ITALY

WHO WE ARE 
& 
WHAT WE DO
We are an eco-sustainable 
knitwear company that 
through the use of traditional 
and artisanal Made in Italy 
knitting techniques creates 
garments in organic and 
innovative yarns through 
an entirely eco-sustainable 
production process from 
the search for yarns to 
the garment’s design, 
production and dyeing, to 
packaging in ecological and 
recycled materials and to 
transport with a low level 
of CO2 emissions. We are 
among the first companies 
in Italy to use innovative and 
certified eco-sustainable 
vegetable fibers in the 
knitwear field; we also use 
animal fibers derived only 
from a recycling and cruelty 
free processes.

GIULIA BRUNETTI 
Via Romagna,20 
47923 Rimini (RN) ITALY
Contact: Valentina Magri
+39 379 1372546
foreign.office@giuliabrunettiknitwear.com
www.giuliabrunettiknitwear.com



THE VALLEY OF THE SUN
We were enchanted by the 
warm colours of the Grand 
Canyon and the nuances of 
its dawns.
The atmospheres of Native 
Americans meet with our 
garments and give life to 
the new ROSSOMENTA 
collection of hats and 
fashion accessories, for 
autumn winter 2020. This 
contamination between 
ethnic and classic has 
allowed us to make the 
new proposal current and 
original. Wool, carded or 
bouclé, mohair or cloth now 
paired with teddy bears, 
now jacquard with various 
folk designs typical of these 
peoples.
The furs with an animal-like 
appearance and design, 
beautiful and soft like real, 
but rigorously ecological.
The volumes of the 
garments are generally 
comfortable, always current, 
with the extravagances that 
this year’s inspiration allow 
us to create a varied range 
of colours, from the strong 
accents of fuchsia to blue, 
from yellow to green to 
finish with blue and to red. 
Inevitable white and black.
The range is completed by 
the garments and rain hats 
that make this collection 
ever more unmissable

ITALMIND 
Sede Legale: Largo Giorgio La Pira, 10
51010 Massa e Cozzile (PT) ITALY
Sede Operativa: Via Brunelleschi, 2/B
50013 Campi Bisenzio (FI) ITALY
Contact: Enrico Vivarelli
+39 055 5380123
amministrazione1@italmind.it
www.italmind.it - www.rossomenta.it

Contemporary comfort as 
the interpretation of men’s 
metropolitan sportswear. 
A line constructed around 
a concept of “vestibility”, 
using innovative technical 
solutions,fabrics of high 
per-formance and cuts that 
knowingly follow the body’s 
movement. 
A careful study with its 
pieces, that become details 
of style and tecnique. 
The coat that, developed 
in it’s natual declinations, 
becomes a jacket, raincoat, 
short coat, and proposes 
it-self as a multi-functional 
coat to wear on the 
day-to-day basis of the city, 
of free time, of your own 
passions. 
A recognizable personality, 
result of the perfect balance 
through research, image 
and tecnology.

LANDI FANCY
LANDI CONFEZIONI 1948
Via Mario Fabiani 60 
50053 Empoli (FI) ITALY
+39 0571 73003 
+39 0571 76311 (fax)
Showroom Milano - Via Statuto n.8
info@lrlandi.it 
www.lrlandi.it



Contemporary comfort as 
the interpretation of men’s 
metropolitan sportswear. 
A line constructed around 
a concept of “vestibility”, 
using innovative technical 
solutions,fabrics of high 
per-formance and cuts that 
knowingly follow the body’s 
movement. 
A careful study with its 
pieces, that become details 
of style and tecnique. 
The coat that, developed 
in it’s natual declinations, 
becomes a jacket, raincoat, 
short coat, and proposes 
it-self as a multi-functional 
coat to wear on the 
day-to-day basis of the city, 
of free time, of your own 
passions. 
A recognizable personality, 
result of the perfect balance 
through research, image 
and tecnology.

ZERO70
LANDI CONFEZIONI 1948
Via Mario Fabiani 60 
50053 Empoli (FI) ITALY
+39 0571 73003 
+39 0571 76311 (fax)
Showroom Milano - Via Statuto n.8
info@lrlandi.it 
www.lrlandi.it

Martylo’ collection are 
prefered by the most 
sofisticated customer 
because of the quality of 
materials, hancraftmenshift 
, care for details and Made 
in Italy.
Fashion is the positioning 
of Martylo’ :nothing classic, 
always innovation and 
research with the precious 
effect of the hancrafted 
clothing.  The collection 
is rich of chic and very 
female lines,complete of fur 
, quilted jackets, overcoats 
;fox,mink,rex and other 
materials used following a 
precise choice of the design.
Precise know-how, 
technology, are the main 
values of the Martylo’ 
factory in Empoli whic is is 
based on the exprerience of 
its workers.

MARTYLO’
Via Giuseppe di Vittorio, 16,
50053 Empoli (FI) ITALY
Contact: Martina Rinaldi
+39 0571 944700
+39 335 7385145
martina@martylo.it 
www.martylo.it



The magic springs from a 
fine thread, lighet as a cloud.
In FLO’ SOPHIE by Mirco 
Giovannini creations 
this lightness dominates 
unchalleged, giving women 
an air of elegance and a 
timeless style, like the stars 
of american movies in the 
twenties and thirties from 
who FLO’ SOPHIE drew 
his inspiration but always 
keeping one step ahead of 
today, just like women in the 
twenty-first century.
FLO‘ SOPHIE by Mirco 
Giovannini style is not 
limited to glamour but is 
destined to leave its mark.

MIRCO GIOVANNINI
Via Santa Maria, 17/b
47842 Rimini (RN) ITALY
Contact: Sonia Gattoni
+39 338 8836810
s.gattoni@flosophie.it
www.flosophie.com

Since 40 years, a story of 
love for style. Mod.E  was 
born in 1980 in Varese, in a 
rich Italian textile contest. It 
focused on ties, scarves and  
socks for men, women and 
children, all made with the 
best  quality yarns produced 
in the area.
High quality materials, 
design, search for details 
and comfort always 
distinguished its production 
since the very beginning.
Aside its current customers, 
starting in the 90’,  Mod.E  
developed the Private 
Labels market producing 
for some of the most well 
known names in Fashion 
such as Paul Smith, Hackett, 
Alexander McQueen and 
others.
Nowadays Mod.E  continues 
to distribute its products 
based on new technologies 
and new ideas, always 
offering a wide selection 
of the best quality yarns 
in cotton, wool, cashmere, 
silk, aiming at producing 
the best articles keeping an 
eye to the problems of the 
environment.

MOD.E 
Via Scarpin,2
21030 Brenta (VA) ITALY
Contact: Giuseppe Gestra
+39 0332 799760
gestra@modeexport.com
www.modeexport.org
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Made in Italy

MORI CASTELLO company 
: grows and reiterates its 
adaptation to changing 
times, the mood of 
the company/brand is 
synonymous with tradition, 
experience and sartorial 
culture, since 1979 the 
Mori Castello company has 
grown without skipping a 
single stage of a respectable 
“training course”: first 
contractor then producer of 
his own brand Mori Castello, 
then vertical servicer for 
emerging brands and young 
creative until becoming an 
atelier; without forgetting 
the past, without letting 
the past experiences and 
achievements overlap, today 
Mori Castello manages 
with his staff the historical 
collection of quilted jackets, 
coats and the atelier where 
emerging and well-known 
brands develop their haute 
couture and prêt-couture 
collections, where the ideas 
that creative directors bring 
to develop intertwine with 
the company’s history and 
tailoring.

MORI CASTELLO collections 
: Mixed combinations of 
traditional and innovative 
materials, together with 
precious details, give life to 
our sport-chic collections 
fully made in Italy. Our 
strength are “coats and 
jackets”, which can 
transform themselves when 
necessary: the jacket can 
become a backpack and 
the collar a pretty hood. Our 
linings can be printed or 
in silk to create reversible 
quilted jackets

MORI CASTELLO 
VIA Edison, 14
40024 Bologna (BO) ITALY
Contact: Morena Rossi
+39 051 942956  
info@moricastello.it
www.moricastello.it

Rosanna Pellegrini’s 
collection are distribuited 
to the best boutiques at 
national and international 
level and are addressed to 
a classy woman who loves 
standing out and having a 
sophisticated, smart and 
elegant appearance.
The constant attention to 
the quality of its products 
has allowed MP di Rosanna 
Pellegrini & C. s.a.s. to 
offer new and continuous 
proposals to the market’s 
sector.
Autumn-winter collection’s 
are knitwear made mainly 
with
high-quality yarns, while 
in the Spring-Summer 
collection, in addition to 
“real tricot”, fine fabrics of 
various types prevail.
Pride of our company is the 
fact that production has 
always been carried out 
with handicraft care 100% 
Made in Italy, far away from 
any form of outsourcing.

MP di Rosanna Pellegrini 
Via Cornacchiara, n°123
47030 Borghi (FC) ITALY
Contact:
+39 0541 629717 
+39 0541 629356 (Fax)
www.rosannapellegrini.it



Roberta Gandolfi meets 
the needs of the most 
demanding women as the 
company has developed 
its expertise in creating 
bags and accessories 
through three generations 
of women, each of them 
passing authentic values 
over to the next generation 
in the art of “making” 
bags determination, style 
and quality. Materials are 
carefully selected at Roberta 
Gandolfi headquarters to 
create bags and accessories 
that reflect a rediscovered 
femininity in line with the 
most refined trends of 
international fashion and 
yet in the wake of top quality 
Made in Italy tradition.

ROBERTA GANDOLFI 
Via Angelelli, 16 
40013 Castel Maggiore (BO) ITALY
Contact: Silvia Gandolfi
+39 051 703410
info@robertagandolfi.com
www.robertagandolfi.com

R
ROBERTO CORBELLI

Roberto Corbelli, Creator 
of RMI, Ricerca Moda 
Innovazione (1991) Italy 
- Annual Event that has 
involved many important 
international designers 
and businesses over the 
years: Alberta Ferretti, Jean 
Paul Gaultier, Vivienne 
Westwood, Elio Fiorucci, 
Antonio Marras, Max Mara   
and others.
We Provides information 
on trends and fashion 
direction in order to help 
designers and buyers with 
their collections, supported 
by the constant follow up 
to achieve the requested 
samples.
Our activities
 - Fashion Marketing
 - Sales Management
 - Fashion Show
 - Showroom Design
 - Partners Research
 - Trend Identification
 - Workshop and Seminar

ROBERTO CORBELLI
Via C. A. Dalla Chiesa, 7
47838 Misano Adriatico (RN) ITALY
Contact: Roberto Corbelli
+39 335 5436027
info@robertocorbelli.eu
www.robertocorbelli.eu



Suprema - the luxury 
outerwear: high quality 
leather, shearling and fur 
garments for woman and 
man

SUPREMA
Via XI Febbraio, 11
30031 Dolo (VE) ITALY
Contact: Luigi Zavan
+39 349 4502440
l.zavan@supremalab.com
www.supremalab.com
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Organized by
CNA Federmoda

Piazza M. Armellini, 9A
00162 Roma – Italy 

+39 0644188.271 – 508 
federmoda@cna.it 

www.cna.it

@cnafedermoda

Consorzio Moda in Italy
Via Piero Jahier, 2

40132 Bologna – Italy 
+39 051299506

info@modainitaly.com 
www.modainitaly.com

@modainitalyofficial

With the support of

ITA Italian Trade Agency
480 University Avenue #800
M5G 1V2, Toronto - Canada
Tel: +1 4165981.555 - 566

toronto@ice.it 
www.ice.it 

President
Marco Landi – federmoda@cna.it

General Manager
Antonio Franceschini – federmoda@cna.it

Art Director
RobertoCorbelli - +39 3355436027 – info@robertocorbelli.eu

International Relations Assistant
Manuela Grammel – internazionale@cna.it 

General Secretary 
Manuela Paradiso – federmoda@cna.it 

Michaela Miliani – info@modainitaly.com

WeLoveModainItaly Toronto is a CNA GSN srl production
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